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- Free - Supports the following formats: JPEG, JPE, JFIF, PNG, GIF, and BMP - A comprehensive shell menu - Read and write
textual files - Adjust width, height, crop, and rotate - The ability to specify different target folders for different image sizes -
Compatible with Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 and Windows Server 2016 and later - Suitable for both personal
and commercial use Try it out and have fun! Free Download This tool is an ideal solution for those who don't need to use advanced
functions, such as batch processing, and are only interested in resizing a collection of graphic files. Super Resizer is a free, open-
source and easy to use image resizer. If you need a reliable tool, you can use this version without worries. It's a reliable tool, and its
capabilities are just as powerful as those of the paid version. How to Use: Using an image resizer is very easy. You need to specify the
dimensions and the target folder. All you have to do is drag the files to the window, and the auto-tiling feature of the tool will do the
rest for you. When you are about to resize an image, make sure you always use the correct options. Key Features: - Supports the
following formats: JPEG, JPE, JFIF, PNG, GIF, and BMP - A comprehensive shell menu - Read and write textual files - Adjust
width, height, crop, and rotate - The ability to specify different target folders for different image sizes - Compatible with Windows 7,
Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10 and Windows Server 2016 and later - Suitable for both personal and commercial use
Download Size: - Windows Small (9.4 MB) - Windows Standard (7.9 MB) - Windows Large (6.7 MB) - Windows Enterprise (5.8
MB) Free Download Link: All online activities are managed through the privacy and safety of your device. If you have a website and
you want all the graphic files you upload to share the same size, it is best to use a dedicated application. Super Resizer is one such
solution. Intuitive and minimalist GUI The main window of the utility is user-friendly and intuitive, so that even beginners can benefit

Super Resizer Crack + X64

Thanks, we're checking your submission. Whoah, whoah... slow down there. Thanks! Your changes are live! Some of your changes
are live Because you're new to wiki editing, we sent your submission off to our moderators to check it over. Most changes are
approved within a few hours. We'll send an email when it is. Once your changes are approved, your account will be set up for full
access to the wiki. Welcome to WikiEd! Digging deep Change history Revision as of 22:38, 14 April 2012 Resize any type of image,
from any source or size, with the best utility on the market. Super Resizer Crack is a general-purpose image converter and a small
program to resize images. You can edit images (create new images with the same dimensions as the old ones), or merge/split
images/pictures. That means that you can get 4 images into one and 4 pictures into one, or you can change the size of one of them
while keeping the others at the original ratio. If you have a website and you want all the graphic files you upload to share the same
size, it is best to use a dedicated application. Super Resizer is one such solution. Intuitive and minimalist GUI The main window of the
utility is user-friendly and intuitive, so that even beginners can benefit from its functions. Due to its minimalist interface, you can
easily understand the steps you need to take to resize your images. Resize one image at a time You can start by processing a single
image - you can load it by browsing to its location or you drag and drop it onto the main window of Super Resizer. The supported
formats are: JPEG, JPE, JFIF, PNG, GIF, and BMP. You only need to specify the target width and height, then the output folder, and
you can start adjusting your pics. Resize pictures in batch If you are interested in resizing multiple images simultaneously, you can
create a list, then configure the dimensions and the target folder. You can choose between the source directory or a completely
different one. The application does not tamper with the images' formats, so the processed files have the same extensions as their
original counterparts. Integrates with Windows Explorer To simplify and speed 09e8f5149f
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The Super Resizer is a graphic resizer that optimizes images up to 95% and saves your time during development. It lets you quickly
change the size of your images when the dimensions are too big for the screen. You can even apply a cropping, which can be used to
eliminate an unwanted element from your pictures. Super Resizer is known for its simplicity and intuitiveness. While you are able to
adjust the parameters of your image by yourself, the utility displays the value of each option in real time. The program provides one-
click support for the most common file formats including JPG, JPE, JFIF, PNG, GIF, and BMP. Super Resizer Features: Super
Resizer includes 32-bit and 64-bit versions, one per platform. The program is compatible with the most recent Windows and Linux
operating systems. Super Resizer 4.5.30.35 (for Windows) Tips and Tricks You can resize images that are on your hard drive to any
size You can maintain the integrity of the source file, including the format, the image quality, and the compression. It lets you quickly
change the size of your images when the dimensions are too big for the screen. If your images have a standard resolution, Super
Resizer will process them without difficulty. Features The Free version of Super Resizer supports different file types: GIF, JPG, JPE,
and BMP. The program's interface is user-friendly, so you can easily adjust the parameters of the images and the output folder. Its
tool box appears when you select a file, letting you display all the properties of the file. You can even use the batch mode and process
multiple images at the same time. Use the program to simply scale images to any desired dimensions. The program supports 32-bit and
64-bit versions. The interface is fully customizable. The small, yet powerful utility can be easily set up and moved from machine to
machine. The program integrates with Windows Explorer, allowing you to launch it from the context menu. The utility is compatible
with all the latest OS versions. The application can be used on both 64-bit and 32-bit platforms. Although the program allows you to
choose the quality of the images to be resized, it does not let you update the format of the image.

What's New in the Super Resizer?

Super Resizer can be used to resize any supported image files, including JPG, PNG, JPE, JFIF, BMP, GIF, TIFF, WMF, EMF, PSD,
JPEG2000, and Kodak PhotoCD. The main window can also be resized when using this software. You only need to specify the width
and height of your image. This graphical utility allows you to resample images without altering their original format, ensuring no loss
of quality. You can use the files in a Windows Explorer directory or anywhere on your disk. No need to make any changes to your
image (i.e. no plugins or any other software are needed). Preview the output image. Share your work with other programs. The
application is easy to use. Use the shell menu to resize a single or multiple images. Drag & Drop to open images on the screen and
specify the width and height of the output image. Use custom FTP/FTPS, HTTP, HTTPS, Socks, SSH, or rsync commands. Quality
preservation (no loss of image quality, retain the original size, and all other supported formats). Simple to use. Supports Windows XP,
Vista, and 7. Supports Internet Explorer 7, 8, and 9. Supports Windows Media Player, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows XP,
Mac OS X, and Linux. Supports versions: Free 32 bit 64 bit Supports languages: English, Spanish, Portuguese, French, and Spanish.
Copyright Snapfiles.com Readers Reviews This is the perfect program! by jeffreyramirez January 12, 2018 This is the perfect
program! Super Resizer performs excellent and it's free! by PapayaX January 09, 2018 Super Resizer performs excellent and it's free!
My go-to for resizing pngs by maxbk December 27, 2017 My go-to for resizing pngs Fantastic app with a unique interface, very easy
to use. by AJWoodward December 20, 2017 Fantastic app with a unique interface, very easy to use. Best converter with GUI by
hhidroz November 29, 2017 Best converter with GUI
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System Requirements For Super Resizer:

Intel Quad Core CPU @3.00 GHz 4 GB RAM Windows 8 / 7 / XP 40 GB HDD 1024 x 768 Screen Resolution How To Install? 1.
Install Game or Run Setup 2. Run the game and Click the play button 3. Install PC Game 4. Enjoy the game 5. Like this Game 6. Give
5 Star Rating 7. If you have any issues please ask by putting comment in the comment box below. I am the Admin of this site
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